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We describe the material properties of a fast switching active matrix ferroelectric liquid
crystal mode. The mode relies on a monostable monodomain having a high transmission
and full grey scale capability. Experimental data are compared with the results of switching
model calculations and the switching mechanism is discussed. The mode is suitable for video
and multimedia application and compatible with conventional amorphous silicon thin ® lm
transistors due to the small value of the spontaneous polarization.

1. Introduction with its resolution. Nevertheless, it is stressed that far
from a complete register of performance criteria in FLCThe application of the active matrix liquid crystal
technology has been drawn up and there is certainlydisplay (AM-LCD) for multimedia monitors requires
space for signi® cant further improvements.liquid crystal material that provides high contrast, high

With respect to the trade-o� s of passive matrixbrightness, high speed, full colour representation and a
FLC displays, several authors have suggested combiningwide viewing angle. In addition, a low driving voltage,
the active matrix with FLC. The ® rst approach wasideally below 3.3V, is requested. Today’s LCDs can only
made by Hartmann [11] in the 80s utilizing the charge-partly ful® ll these demands. We mention here the active
controlled bistability of a quasi-bookshelf FLC withmatrix (AM) technologies utilizing nematics which are
MOS-FET technology. Recently, Takatoh et al. [12]known as AM-TN, AM-IPS, AM-VA [1], all having a
demonstrated an AM display based upon chiral smecticscomparatively low speed and requiring driving voltages
using a very high PS material driven with an activeof 5V or more in order to obtain high luminance. On
matrix with polycrystalline silicon-TFT. Nito et al. [13]the other hand, several groups have developed chiral
also suggested a monostable AM-FLC with much lowersmectic displays such as the bistable SSFLC [2] both
PS , however, with the disadvantage of a stripey FLCin normal [3, 4] and inverse [5, 6] mode. Further work
texture which is not suitable for high contrast displayshas also been done in the area of silicon backplane FLC
without further improvements; Furue et al. [14] suggesteddisplays [7, 8] and ¯ exible polymeric and low molecular
a polymer-stabilized SSFLCD with a FELIXÒ mixturemass FLC displays [9, 10].
with a moderate PS value.There are two major advantages of FLC displays: the

In this paper, we would like to describe materialp̀ixel speed’ is easily 100 or even 1000 times faster than
parameters and the switching characteristics of a newfor nematics and secondly, due to the bistability, the AM-FLC mode. The display aspects have been describedresolution of such displays is not limited by the material. by Terada et al. [15]. In this mode, monodomains withHowever, passive matrix FLC displays are limited by high cone angle are obtained by a d.c. ® eld supported

certain trade-o� relationships: the higher the number of alignment technique, previously described by several
scanning lines, the higher is the frame addressing time authors [16± 20]. These domains can be switched at low
and thus the speed of a display is always in competition voltage with rather high speed. Furthermore, a multitude

of grey levels is addressable and a wide viewing angle is
obtained naturally.*Author for correspondence.
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1600 T. Nonaka et al.

Table 2. On and o� switching times, measured at 30ß C.2. Experimental

We made test cells from ITO-coated glass, the Mixture to n /ms to f f /mselectrodes being coated with a thin alignment layer based
upon LQT-120 (Hitachi Chemicals KK, Japan). The A 1.8 0.2

B 0.9 0.2alignment layer is then cured and rubbed, and the cell
C 0.8 0.3glasses are assembled for parallel alignment and glued

together. An experimental FLC mixture with the phase
sequence: smectic C* (SmC*)Ð cholesteric (N*)Ð isotropic
(I) is ® lled in by capillary forces.

We obtained a mono-domain alignment by applying
a d.c. electric ® eld upon cooling the cell in the temper-
ature range of TSm C* ± N* Ô 2ß C, where TSm C* ± N* is the
transition temperature fromthe cholesteric to the smectic
phase; the d.c. ® eld strength was typically 2.5VmmÕ

1 .
After this alignment, which has been described before
by several authors [16± 20], we allowed the cell to cool
further to room temperature in order to perform our
experiments. Properties of the test mixtures are summarized
in table 1.

3. Electro-optical characteristics

First, the transmission of the cell between crossed
polarizers in a microscope was measured, while record-

Figure 1. The T, V characteristics for mixtures A, B, C ating the brightness with a photodiode as a function of
30ß C. 100% transmission means an empty cell of 1.3mmthe voltage applied to the cell. We used monopolar
thickness between a pair of parallell polarizers.rectangular pulses of 16.7ms width and varied the voltage

amplitude. The result is shown in ® gure 1.
The T, V curve has a threshold at a very low voltage

that depends on the PS value and the anchoring forces.
The higher the PS , the lower the threshold for the same
anchoring forces. For higher voltages, the transmission
increases continuously ® nally to reach saturation. By
matching the cell thickness to the e� ective birefringence,
it is easy to obtain the theoretical limit of the trans-
mission maximum as the e� ective cone angle can be
easily adjusted to 45 degrees.

The switching on and o� times, as de® ned by the
0± 90% and 100± 10% (3VmmÕ

1 ) transmission times,
respectively, are given in table 2. Other than in bistable
SSFLC they are not equal, thus re¯ ecting themonostable
con® guration.

Figure 2. Director con® guration: the monostable position is4. Switching mechanism
in the rubbing direction and is denoted by the full circleFigure 2 shows (a) the position of the smectic C* cone in (c); see text for details.

with respect to the rubbing direction, (b) a side view of

Table 1. Properties of the test mixtures used in the experiments. the expected smectic layer structure and (c) a front view
of the switching cone indicating the c-director andTransition temperature/ß C the monostable position, in which the projection of
the n-director onto the electrode surface is parallel to theMixture I± N* N± SmC* SmC*± X PS/nccmÕ

2

rubbing direction.
A 71.5± 70.3 53.9 Õ 4 3.5 The second outer position on the switching cone
B 71.5± 71.0 53.5 Õ 4 6.7 which would be the other stable position in an ordinaryC 71.3± 70.8 52.9 Õ 5 13.3

SSFLC is de-stabilized due to the fact that a large
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deviation from the rubbing direction leads to an increase to the aligning ® eld occurs gradually, induced by the
ferroelectric term in equation (4). The free energy mini-of the potential energy.

In a simple form, neglecting layer deformation and mum shifts towards higher a-values and gradually accesses
the whole range of a-values. This continues until fullvolume e� ects and with no ® eld applied, the free energy

density is: switching is obtained. For higher ® elds, some additional
contribution of the dielectric term is observed.

G = GR + GE (1) A striking feature is the full control of the threshold
and saturation voltages by the value of the spontaneouswhere GR and GE are the rubbing and elevation energy

densities, respectively. The rubbing term GR has a mini- polarization. Thus, the driving voltage can be adjusted to
even below 3V, if desired. Figure 4 displays a comparisonmum, if the projection of the n-director towards the

electrode surface is parallel to the rubbing direction. of calculated and observed T, V data.
Based upon these considerations, we illustrate theThe elevation term GE takes into account the fact that

the n-director prefers a horizontal position. basic switching mechanism in ® gure 5. Position 1 is the
® eld-free monostable position as discussed above. UponWith applied ® eld, we get:

G = GR + GE + GD + GF (2)

with:

GD = Õ
1

2
e0 e EE (3)

GF = Õ PS E. (4 )

Here e is the dielectric tensor, E the electric ® eld and PS

the spontaneous polarization vectors, respectively.
Figure 3 displays the results of such calculations. The

free energy density (in JmÕ
3 ) is plotted as a function of

the a-angle that speci® es the position of the c-director;
a= 0ß means the 9 o’clock and a= 90ß is the 6 o’clock
position in ® gure 2(c). Without applied ® eld, the energy
minimum position is nearly, but not exactly, at the
a= 0ß position. This is due mainly to the fact that the

Figure 4. Comparison of experimental and calculatedlayer leaning angle di� ers from zero.
values (T, V) for mixture B: PS = 6.7 nCcmÕ

2 , h = 26 ß ,Because the monostable position for 0V falls almost
d= 12 ß , d= 1.3 mm, Dn= 0.173, l= 600 nm, e1 = e2 = e3 = 3,

on the cone periphery, the switching by a ® eld opposite maximum rubbing energy density= 130 J mÕ
3 , maximum

elevation energy density= 250 J mÕ
3 .

Figure 3. Free energy density as a function of the voltage for Figure 5. Sketch of the switching cycle. The on-switching is
governed by the transition 2® 3, the o� -switching by thea cell thickness of 1.3mm calculated using equation (2);

see also ® gure 4. relaxation from 4® 1.
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